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RISK,THREAT
AND SECURITYINSTITUTIONS

Celeste A. Wallander and Robert O. Keohane

The post-com war world presents challenges for both policy and theory in
international relations. One important challenge to international relations
theory is the anomaly of N.ATO's continuity ater the com war. Inspired by
the Soviet threat, created under American leadership, designed to bolster
the security of its members against the Soviet Union by aggregating defence
capabilities, NATO ought to be either collapsing or withering away: dying
with a bang or a whimper. Indeed, since the end of the com war theorists
working in the realist tradition have clearly and forcefully predicted NATO's
demise, if not in 'days' then in 'earsti

This prediction turned out to be wrong. More than mne years after the
Berlin Wall was dismantled and seven years after the Soviet Union col-
lapsed, NATO not only continues to exist but is growing and taking on new
tasks. It is an obvious magnet for states of Central and Eastern Europe; it
plays a central role in the former Yugoslavia; and it clearly remains the prim
ary instrument ofAmerican security policy in Europe. Reporta of NATO's
death were exaggerated: like other established international institutions,

This research was supported by the Weatherhead Center for Internacional A#airs of Harvard
University(WCFIA); the National Council for Soviet and East European Research; and the
German Marshall Fund ofthe United States. They are not responsible for the contenta or findings
ofthis study. We thank Leis Kaznicki for her excellent research assistance. For their insights, ideal,
and critiques, we especiaUy thank members of the WCFIA Study Group on Alliances and members
ofthe ArbeitssteUe Transatlantische AulSen- und Sicherheitspolitik ofthe Frete Universitãt, Berlin,
with whom we have had many productive meetings on these issues. We algo express our gratitude
to participante at a papel on alliance theory at the 1995 ISA conference in Chicago and to
participante at an Olin Institute National Security Group seminar at the Center for International
A#airs. We are grateful to Robert Art, Peter Barschdor#, Marc Busch, John DuHield, Christopher
Gelpi, Hein Goemans, Peter Gourevitch, lain Johnston, Mark Kramer, David Lake, JeffLegro, Lisa
Martin, Andrew Moravcsik, James Morrow, Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Robert Paarlberg, Dan Reiter, Louise
Richardson, Stephen Walt, and Reinhard Wolf for written comments on various versions of tais
paper. Special thanks go to our colleague, Helga Haftendorn, who oífered astute and comprehens-
ive comments on severas drafts over severas years.

l Mearsheimer( 1990); Waltz( 1993).
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it remains valuable because of the uncertainty that would result if it dis-

appeared.2
What went wrong with realist theory and right with NATO? in this

chapter, we develop a typology of security institutions and propositions on
their form, function, persistence, and change. We use contractual theories
of institutions to suggest answers to a general question which the response
of NATO to the end of the com war illustrates: what happens to alliances
when their precipitating threats disappear? Our framework and proposi-
tions complement the more in-depth analyses of the eKects and dynamics
of a variety of security institutions developed by the authors in Chapters
2--10 of this volume.

The core ofour analysis is based on recognition that security institutions,
like any institutions, vary both in their leveis of institutionalization and in
their forms. Major wars, and lona struggles such as the com war, generate
alliances, which are institutionalized security coalitions designed to ag-
gregate capabilities and coordinate strategies to cope with perceived threats.

When threats disappear, the original raíson d'érre of alliances would appear
to have vanished and we might expect the institutions to be discarded. But
when threats disappear, other security problema remam. Hence, eüorts may
be made to maintain the institutionalized security coalitions, but to trans
form their functions to cope with the more diffüse set of security problems
we characterize as risks, and thus to transform alliances into security man-

agement institutions. Such institutional transitions have been difhcult to
eKect. After the Napoleonic Wars and this century's two World Wars,
attempts were made to transform alliances or alignments into security
management institutions; and only in the earliest case, that of the Concert
of Europe, did this transformation work. Yet in the contemporary case of
NATO, it appears that an alliance is being transformed into a security
management institution. We seek to understand, through conceptual and
historical analysis, what the conditions are for such a successful transforma-
tion to occur. In doing se, we both broaden institutional theory beyond its
roots in political economy and deepen its explanatory power by advancing
institutional hypotheses on change

To help us understand the transformation of security institutions, we
construct a new typology of security coalitions, based on three dimensions:
the degree to which they are institutionalized, whether they are organized
exclusively or inclusively, and whether they are designed to cope with
threats or risks. We use this typology to generate two key propositions. The
first proposition is a standard institutional hypothesis: highly institutional

2 This statement paraphrases a sentence in Keohane and Nye ( 1993: 19)
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ized alliances are more likely to persist, despite changes in the environment,
than non-institutionalized alignments. Our second proposition, more
novel, builds on the other two dimensions of our typology, Alliances are
exclusive security institutions, designed principally to deal with threats
6'om non-members. Some alliances, however, also have to cope with risks
of conflicts among members, and thereíore develop an 'inclusive' aspect,
oriented toward risk-management. Our key hypothesis is that these more
complex alliances are more likely to be able to adapt to the ending ofthreats
by elaborating and developing those practices designed to cope with risks
rather than threats. In our terminology, the rules and practices of 'hybrid'
institutions will be more 'portable' than the rules and practices of single
purpose alliances focused only on threat.

We explain our typology in section l of this chapter, by elaborating our
distinctions between threat and risk and exclusivity versus inclusivity; and
by discussing what we mean by institutionalization. In section 2 we set out
our hypotheses, which we illustrate with reference to previous situations in
which threats disappeared, and with reference to NATO. However, we do
not pretend to test our hypotheses in this chapter. A number of the authors
of subsequent chapters use our typology, or some of our hypotheses, to
structure their empirical investigations. The evidence is mixed and far â'om
comprehensive; but our concepts an d argumenta seem relevant to change in
security institutions, and to NATO in particular.

The final section ofthis chapter, section 3, argues for the reâ'aming ofthe
problem of N.ATO enlargement--6om one of alliance expansion to insti-
tutional change. We argue that NATO is changing from an alliance to a
security management institution; that this transformation should be en
couraged because it encourages stability in Europe; and that it implies the
continued expansion ofNATO to include all countries in the region that can
reliably be counted on to support its principles and follow its rules. Eventu-
aUy, NATO as a security management institution could even include a demo-
cratic Russia. Refocusing the issue as one of institutional change rather than
mere expansion sheds new light both on the criticisms of NATO expansion
and on the conditions that should be ftilfiUed for such expansion to continue.

1. A TypotogyofSecuritylnstitutions

Some commonly understood rules are intrinsic to all diplomatic inter-
change, se in that pense, a]] of international politica is institutionalized. But
the institutionalization of security coalitions (as of other practices in in
ternational relations) varies greatly, from minimal to substantial. As we
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will see, it matters for a security coalition how institutionalized its practices

Institutionalization can be measured along three dimensions: common-

ality, specificity, and diüerentiation.S

( 1) Commonality refers to the degree to which expectations about appro-
priate behaviour are shared by participants.

(2) Specificity refere to the degree to which specific and enduring rules exist,
governing the practices of ofhcials, obligations of states, and legitimate
procedures for changing collective policy. Greater speciíicity is reflected
in more detailed and demanding primary rules, speci$'ing what members
must do; and secondary rules, indicating how rules can be changed or
recognized as binding, that are clear, more comprehensive, and that pro
vide for rule-change and recognition that preclude vetoes by individual
members.4 For example, the European Union now is more institutional-
ized in this sente than its predecessor, the European Economic Com
munity, was in the 1 970s; and NATO, although less institutionalized than
the European Union, is more institutionalized than it was in the 1950s.

(3) Functional diüerentiation refers to the extent to which the institution
assigns diKerent roles to diüerent members. As Kenneth Waltz has argued,
one mark of an 'anarchic' international system is that it is composed
of 'like unitsl performing similar functions in se far as their diaering
capabilities permit them to do se.5 Conversely, a mark of an institution is
that it organizes and legitimizes a division of responsibility, with di#erent
participants performing diKerent fünctions.

are

Threats and risks

The security strategies with which we are concerned in this chapter envolve
measures to protect the territorial integrity of states 6'om the adverse use of
military force; eüorts to guard state autonomy against the political eKects of
potential use; and policies designed to prevent the emergence of situations
that could lead to the use of force against one's territory or vital interests.ó

3 This discussion builds on, and modifies, Keohane ( 1989: 4 5)
4 Hart (1961). 5 Waltz (1979)
6 Security can be defined much more broadly, even to the point where it becomes identical with

preservation of any va]ue, as in 'economic security' and 'environmenta] security: Since definitions
are not matters of right or wrong, the fact that we have defined security in a relatively limited way
does not imply that we reject suco deânitions; but such a broadening of the concept is not
necessary for our purposes. See Walt ( 1991 ), Art ( 1994), and Wolfers ( 1962) for relatively narrow
definitions of security. For a good discussion of the boundaries of the concept of security and the
limitations of such a restrictive deÊnition, see Haftendorn( 1991).
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Where a state's leaders regard it as íacing a positive probability that another
state will either launch an attack or seek to threaten military force for
political reasons, it faces a fhreaf. Threats pertain when there are actors that
have the capabilities to harm the security of others and that are perceived by
their potential targets as having intentions to do se. When no such threat
exists, either because states do not have the intention or the capability to
harm the security of others, states may nevertheless face a security riso.z

To illustrate the distinction, consider the classic security dilemma as
discussed by John Herz and Robert Jervis. Herz and Jervis explained that
when states with purely defensive or status que intentions adopt policies to
provide for their own security, they can unintentionally lead other states to
take countermeasures that lead toward a spiral of mutual tear and antagon-
ism.8 Although intentional threat is absent, states may still face serious
security problems.

In modem informational terms, the essence of the security dilemma nes
in uncertainty and private information. As realists have long recognized, the

key problem for policy-makers is the difhculty of distinguishing revisionist
states with exploitative preferences õ'om status que states with defensive
intentions. It may be possible for security dilemmas to be avoided or
ameliorated if status que states can provide credible information to dis-
tinguish themselves from revisionists eager to exploit the unwary.9

Another way to understand the distinction between threats and risks is to
build on an analytical distinction between collaboration and coordination
first drawn by Arthur Stein and referred to in the Introduction. While
collaboration problems, such as Prisoners' Dilemma, entail threats because
they invo[ve the potentia] for cheating and exp]oitation, coordination (or
bargaining) problema do not entail threats. The problem in coordination
situations is that the players wi ll be unable to come to an agreement because
of competitive incentives, but if they can manage to agree both are satisfied
with the outcome and would not exploit the other. Lisa Martin has further
elaborated the distinction and discusses assurance problems, which are akin
to coordination problems in that they do not involve the threat of exploita-
tion and cheating but instead entail the risk that states will mail to achieve or
maintain mutually beneficial cooperation because of tear, mistrust, and
uncertainty io

Thus, security arrangements may be designed not only to cope with
security threats, as are classic alliances, but also with security risks. Because

7 Daase ( 1992: 70--2 and 74--5); WaHander ( 1999: ch. 3).
B Herz (1951); Jervis (1978). 9 Wolfers (1962); Fearon (1994); Powel1 (1996)

10 Stein ( 1990); Martin ( 1992b).
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the means to deal with these diüerent security problems vary, we would
expect institutional forms to vary as well. Institutions meant to cope with
security threats will have rules, norms, and procedures to enable the mem-
bers to identify threats and retaliate eKectively against them. Institutions
meant to cope with security risks will have rules, norms, and procedures to
enable the members to provide and obtain information and to manage
disputes in ordem to avoid generating security dilemmas. This distinction is
the first building-block in our typology.

Inclusivity and exclusivity

Another dimension along which security coalitions can vary is their in
c[usivity or exc]usivity. Coa]itions can be designed to invo]ve a]] states that
could pose threats or risks, or they can deliberately exclude some of them.
Collective security arrangements are inclusive, since they are designed to
dual with threats among members; alliances are exclusive because they deter
and defend against external threats.i l

Although in principie states are õ'ee to choose either inclusive or
exclusive strategies to cope with both threats and risks, exclusive strategies
seem better suited to coping with threats, while inclusive strategies appear
to be better able to cope with and manage risks.i2 Threats to national sec-
urity posed by states with aggressive intentions are best met by aggregating
capabilities and sending strong and credible signals of resolve, as in classic
balancing alliances. Collective security arrangements are often vulnerable
and ineüective because aggressive states may be able to exploit their sym-
metricaUy â'amed rules and processes, which present opportunities for
obfüscation, delay, or vetoing action.i3 On the other hand, the problems
posed for national security by risks and the security dilemma tend to be
exacerbated by exclusive coalitions, because the institutions associated with
such coalitions do not provide for transparency and information exchange
between those states that are most likely to come into armed conflict with
one another. Indeed, dose coordination within alliances, along with distant

relationships between them, may exacerbate suspicions associated with the
security dilemma.

Combining the dimettsiorts

Our distinctions between threats and risks, and inclusive versus exclusive

Wolfers (1962: 183) i2 Wallander (1999: ch. 2). is Betts (1992)
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FiauKE l.l Variation in Security Coalitions

institutions, yield the íourfold typology of Figure 1.1.i4 For reasons
sketched above, the most successful arrangements will be íound in the

lower-left and upper-right sections of the diagram: exclusive arrangements
will be associated with threats (alliances and alignments) and inclusive
coalitions will be associated with situations of risk (security management).

Figure 1.2 directs attention to the two most important and successfül

types of security coalitions: (i) inclusive coalitions designed to deal with
risk, and (ii) exclusive coalitions designed to cope with threat--the upper

inclusive/
risk

diplomatic
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security
management
institutionsParticipation

Críteria and
Focus of the

Arrangement:

exclusive/
threat

alignments alliances

minimally highly

How institutionalized are the coalitions?

F l G u R E 1.2. Institutional Variation in Security Arrangements

i4 We are indebted to Hein Goemans for suggesting the terms 'inclusive' and 'exclusive' which
clarified distinctions we had earlier tried to make, and to Carsten Tams for developing the
exclusive/risk category and term 'out-of-área' (see Ch. 3 below).
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right and lower left section of Figure 1 . 1, respectively. Let us first consider
inclusive coalitions.

Diplomatic conferences called to discuss specific issues, such as the
Geneva Conference of 1 954 on Korea and Indochina, are inclusive and only

minimally institutionalized. The Geneva Conference included China, the
Soviet Union, Britain, France, and (reluctantly) the United States, as well as
the Vietminh. It developed rules, but they were not highly elaborated; the
expectations ofparticipants were not closely aligned, and the institution did
not prescribe functionally diKerentiated roles.

We use the term 'security management institutio n' to denote an inclusive,
risk-oriented arrangement with highly institutionalized practices. The
Concert of Europe in the nineteenth century and the Organization for Sec-
urity and Cooperation in Europe today provide clear examples of security
management institutions.IS The League of Nations and United Nations
were designed in part as collective security institutions (inclusive, seeking
to cope with threats), but they also served as security management institu-
tions, seeking to deal with risks--as exemplified by United Nations eüorts
at peaceful settlement of disputes under chapter 6 ofthe Charter.

Alignments and alliances, unlike diplomatic conferences and security
management institutions, are directed against specific threats and are
exclusive in membership form. We make a clear distinction between alli-
ances--which we define as exclusive security institutions oriented towards
threat--and alignments. Alignments are minimally institutionalized: ex-
amples include the 1967 Arab coalition against lsrael and the coalition
supporting UN action against Iraq during the Gulf War in 1990--1, which
included both Syria and the United States.ió in its earliest years, before
being institutionalized, NATO was an alignment. Alliances, in contrast, are
institutionalized security coalitions directed against specific threats. Alli-
ances have rudes, norms, and procedures to enable the members to identify
threats and retaliate eaectively against them. Expectations about actions in
the event of ftlture contingencies are shared among members; rules of be-
haviour are specific; and diüerent robes are assigned to diKerent particip
ants. NATO, of course, is a model alliance, highly institutionalized.i7

The key points are that we expect successfül security coalitions to develop
institutiona[ized ru]es and practices (as both NA]'O and UN peacekeeping
cave done); and that these rules and practices will broadly reflect the

is On OSCE, see Ch. 7, by Ingo Peters.
ló On the 1967 coalition, see Wált ( 1987: 10 1 ). The Syria--United States example was suggested

by James Morrow in a seminar at Harvard University, 28 Feb. 1995.
n Ch. 5 byTuschhoashows how NATO was institutionalized in all three ways.
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hnctions performed by the institutions. Institutions meant to cope with
security threats will have rules, norms, and procedures to enable the mem-
bers to identify threats and retaliate eüectively against them. Institutions
meant to cope with security risks wi]] have rules, norma, and procedures to
enable the members to provide and obtain information and to manage
disputes in order to avoid generating security dilemmas.

Our categories are ideal types. Institutionalization is always a matter of
degree and mapping actual security institutions into Figure 1 .2 would yield
a continuum in the horizontal dimension. The vertical dimension would
also be a continuum: alliances, as we will see in the case of NATO, may seek

to manage the risks of conflict among members as well as to amais resources
and coordinate members' actions against external threat. That is, alliances

may fünction in part as security management institutions.i8 Nevertheless
our typology makes useful distinctions which are helpful in explaining
change in security coalitions and institutions, now and in the past. In
particular, it highlights the important risk-threat distinction, which is open
overlooked; and it emphasizes the importance of institutionalization for
the actual operation of security coalitions.iP

2. 1nstitutionat Hypotheses on Chance and Adaptation

Institutional theory in international relations has addressed itself princip-
ally to two questions: (i) what explains variation in degree of institutional-
ization and institutional form? and (ii) what are the principal eKects of
international institutions? An explanation for institutional change requires,
in addition to these foundations, an integrated understanding of how
changes in the environment create pressures for institutional change, and
how characteristics of institutions themselves aüect which changes actuaUy
take place. In this section, we wiU begin by focusing on exogenous changes,
stemming from the environment; then discuss endogenous sources of
change; and ânaUy, illustrate our hypotheses by discussing institutional
change after three major wars: the Napoleonic Wars, and the First and
Second World Wars.

i8 Schroeder(1976,1994a).
i9 The emphasis on threats in the realist literature has led to an emphasis on exclusive security

coalitions, and realism's underemphasis ofthe significance of institutionalization has contributed
to its lack of interest in institutional variation, which is seen as either unimportant or merely a
hinction of underlying power relations.
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Uncertainty, problem durability, and issue density

Institutions arise, according to institutional theory, largely because of un
certainty, which generates a need for information. Uncertainty means not
having information about other states' intentions and likely choices. Since
choosing a strategy depends not merely on what a state wants but algo on
what it believes other states seek, uncertainty can be a very signiíicant
problem in security relations.20 Governments therefore ând it worthwhile
to invest in information that will enable them to design strategies that are
appropriate to their environments. One way of investing in information is
to crente institutions that provide it. Institutions can serve as the informa-
tional and signalling mechanisms that enable states to get more information
about the interests, preferences, intentions, and security strategies of other
states. They reduce uncertainty by providing credible information.ZI Fur
thermore, successful institutions may regularize the behaviour of states
belonging to them, making it more predictable and decreasing uncertainty.
Hence, if it is rational for states to invest in information, they may also invest
in institutions that reduce uncertainty.

However, it is not only the information one receives, but the information
one is able to provide to others that contributes to diplomatic success. This
point has two distinct aspects. First, if one country influences the way others
see the world--as the United States has during recent decades--it gains
what Joseph S. Nye calls 'soft powert22 Much of US soR power is exercised
through internationa[ institutions, ranging õ'om the ]nternationa] Monet-
ary Fund (IMF) to NATO. Second, within a given perceptual framework,
being able to provide credible information to others is a source of influ
ence.zs Since uncertainty is high in world politica, the credibility of a state's
own threats a nd promises becomes a factor in its ability to exercise influence
over the behaviour of others. Hence, having a reputation for keeping com-
mitments can be an asset.

Often theorists in the realist tradition argue that because institutions are
costly to join (that is, they constrain state strategies) they will be avoided.
However, this misses the point: it is precisely because actions are costly that
they are credible and therefore can be valuable to self-interested states.24
Institutions efzabZe state strategies because it is costly to join and abide by
them--thus, they are instruments for credible signalling. The question is
whether the enabling benefits ofjoining a security institution are worth the

zo Jervis (1976). 2i Keohane (1984); Milgrom etaZ. (1990); Shepsle (1986)
22 Nye(1990). 2s Schelling(1960).
24 Powel1( 1990); Martin( 1992a); Fearon( 1994).
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costa and constraints. Institutionalist theory holds that to understand the
demand for security institutions, we will need--as with other international
institutions--to understand both how they provide information to states
and how they a#ect credibility and reputation.

Uncertainty provides a generic reason for establishing security institu-
tions. But institutions are costly to create, and do not arise automatically
simply because they could be usefül. We therefore need to ask what will
aúect the willingness of members (or potential members) to pay the costs
of creating and sustaining the institutions. The key choice for potential
members is between achieving cooperation on an ad /zocbasis and investing
in institutions. .Ad /zoc cooperation entails lower investment costs but for-

goes the long-term beneâts of having enduring rules and practices that
íacilitate future cooperation at low cost. Two variables should aüect the
willingness ofpotential members to make institution-specific investments:
the durability of the problems and issue density.

The durability of the problems being faced is of obvious importance,
since the longer challenges are expected to last, the more sensible it is to

invest in institutions to deal with them. Thus variations in states' expecta-
tions of the durability of their security problems should help to explain
variations in institutionalization. States will be more willing to pay for
institutions when they expect the threat they face to be durable rather than
transitory. For forty years after 1949, Western leaders expected what John F.
Kennedy would caU 'a long twilight struggle' against the threat of Soviet
communism. The establishment of NATO depended on its members' be
liefs that the threats they faced were durable.

lssue density refers to 'the number and importance of issues arising
within a given policy spacet2s in dense policy spaces, issues are inter
dependent, and need to be dealt with in a coordinated way to avoid negative
externalities from policies for one issue on other policies. In dense policy
spaces, institutions may achieve 'economies of scale: For example, the issue
density in European security relations from 1946 to 1949, when NATO was
created, was substantial: in addition to deterring a Soviet attack, the poten-
tial Western allies were íaced with the problem of a weak and possibly
revanchist divided Germana, the need ultimately to rearm Germany yet to
contro] it, French distrust of German intentions, and devastated economies

of the potential aUies which virtually precluded substantial defence
spending by individual states.2Ó lssue density can be a function of domestic

25 Keohane (1982: 339--40).

zõ Osgood ( 1962: 72--4, 96-8); Hanrieder (1989: 40--1 ); Kugler ( 1993: 41--50); DuHield ( 1995
39-40)
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politics, high leveis of economic and military interdependence, or dose
connections between internal politics and the external environment.

More generally, issue density means that interactions are likely to be
repeated on related issues, providing the scope for strategies of reciprocity,
which can sustain cooperation in iterated games.27 Hence issue density may
increase states' conâdence that their partners will not act opportunistically
in such a way as to vitiate the investment in institutions.28 Mutual confid-
ence is likely to be reinforced by the institutionalization of these multiple
relationships, for two reasons. First, past institutiona]ized practice wi]] have
reduced uncertainty and increased trust. Second, the existence of other
valued institutions, which could be jeopardized by opportunism in one
institution, will provide incentives not to behave opportunistically. We
therefore expect cooperative responses to be more likely when institution-
alized behaviour has characterized the issue área in the past; and when

related issue áreas are highly institutionalized.
Problem durability and issue density both increase the number of issues

that may be aüected by sets of rules and practices that comprime institutions.
When problems appear more durable and issue density higher, investments
in institutions will have greater benefits, because they will pertain to more
issues over a longer period of time. These benefits include providing in-
formation, increasing credibility, and reducing the costs of cooperation.
We expect states to be most inclined to create institutions when problem
durability and issue density create incentives to do se. And as lona as densely
clustered sets of problema exist, institutions that enable states to cope with
them are likely to persist.

This framework, adapted õ'om institutional theory, provides the basis for
understanding the conditions that should be conducive to the institutional-
ization of security coalitions. In the next section we focus on endogenous
sources of change: features of institutions that may facilitate a shift âom
institutions designed to cope with threats to institutions designed to cope
with risks. We introduce two novel concepts--hybridization and portabil
ity--that help to explain variations in the adaptability and continuing
significance of security institutions in general, and that throw light on the
transformation of NATO unto a security management institution.

Adaptation and hybridization

We have seen that security coalitions may be distinguished by their pur

27 Axelrod ( 1984); Martin ( 1995: 77). 28 On opportunism, see Williamson ( 1985)
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poses as well as by their degree of institutionalization. In particular, they
may be directed against a speciâc external threat or designed to deal with
the more diffuse problem of risks. Alliances and alignments, which are
designed to cope with threats, need eüectively to aggregate the military
capabilities of their members in order to pose credible deterrence threats or
efâcient instruments of deíence. In contrast, security management insti-
tutions do not need to mount credible deterrents and eüective defences
against adversaries. They need to provide for transparency, consultation,
and incentives for cooperative strategies among members.

The question we pose is the following: under what conditions do de-
creases in threat lead to the abandonment of existing alignments or alliances,
or instead, to their evolution? Our first argument is that institutionalization
matters: alliances are better candidatei for adaptation than alignments.
More highly institutionalized coalitions are more likely to persist, lince the
marginal costa ofmaintaining existing institutions are smaller than the aver-
age costs of new ones. The sunk costs of old institutions have already been
paid: in economics, 'bygones are bygonest2P Hence, even if the old institu-

tion is not optimal for current purposes, it may be sensible to maintain it
rather than to try to form a new one--especiaUy if the costs of negotiating
such an entity would be very high, or uncertainty about success is great.30

However, this inertial explanation is insuMcient. When situations change
--for example, â'om an international environment in which threats are the

main security problem to one in which risks are the principal focus of
attention--the continued relevance of institutions depends on how well
they can adapt rules and procedures devised for one set of problems to the
emerging issues of the day. A classic example of successful adaptation is the
March of Dimes, which was founded to combat poluo. After the Salk vaccine
was developed, the March of Dimes was able to shift its orientation â'om
polio to birth de6ects, because its organizational competence was in raising
funds rather than being specific to polio. However, adaptability is by no
means assured. In international relations, institutions that were built on
principles contradictory to those of a new era may become worse than
useless. After 1989, both the Warsaw Pact and CoCom--the institution

devised by the United States and its allies to deny strategic materiais to the
Soviet bloc--disappeared.3t

29 For this argument, see Keohane ( 1984: 100--3). Stinchcombe ( 1968: 120--1) has a good dis
cussion of punk costs. The phrase, 'in econemics, bygones are bygones: was the first part of a bo/z
mot of Charles Kindleberger, the second half of which was, 'while in politica, they're working
capital'. se For this inertial institutional argument, see McCaUa ( 1996).

n CoCom stands for Coordinating Committee for Export Controla. On CoCom's demite and
institutional successor, the Wassenaar Accord, see Wallander( 1999: ch. 7).
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We use the word 'portability' to describe the ease with which the tules and
practices of one institution can be adapted to other situations. Institutional
repertoires are often adjustable, at least within some range. Both portability
and its limits are illustrated by the attempt by the United Nations to adapt
its institutional arrangements for peacekeeping to the war in Bosnia. Sufh-
cient similarity between traditional UN missions and the issues in Bosnia
existed for the UN to be able to mount a Bosnian expedition and achieve

some tactical successes by negotiating cease-ares as well as providing relief
to the civilian population. But coercing belligerents was not part ofthe UN's
peacekeeping repertoire, and the mission collapsed over its inability to
perform that function, which was essential to achieving an enduring cease-

We argue that institutions are more likely to adapt to new conditions
when their rules and practices are portable. Institutions that combine a
variety of functions are more likely than narrowly focused institutions to
find that some of their rules and practices are more portable: the fact that
they have a variety of rules and organizational repertoires means that some
of those rules and repertoires are more likely to remam relevant after
sudden environmental change occurs. Speciâcally, institutions that com-
bine functions related to risk and threat are more likely than single-purpose
institutions to have more rudes and repertoires that are portable after threat
declinei. Paul Schroeder has argued that alliances can be 'tools of manage-
ment' as well as modes of aggregating power against threats.S2 We follow
Schroeder's analysis in recognizing that alliances have in fact open con-
tained measures to manage relations among members. We call institutions
that combine risk-directed management fünctions with threat-directed
power aggregation functions hybríd írzsfifzzfiorzs. Hybrid security institutions
deal both with security problems created by external threats or problems
and those problem posed by risks, mistrust, and misunderstandings among
members. The classic conceptualization of alliances as arrangements to

aggregate power does not allow for these multiple purposes, and therefore
faias to capture the reality of contemporary aUiances. For instance, the
highly institutionalized bilateral alliance between the United States and
Japan has developed a rich set of common expectations and specific rudes
and a clear functional division of labour, both to guard against external
threats and, increasingly. to deal with the risk that tensions on economic
issues between the two countries would disrupt their security partnership.S3

tire

s2 Schroeder (1976).

33 On the US--Japanese security dialogue, which in our termo sought further to institutionalize
the relationship by establishing ârmer common expectations, see Nye( 1995).
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On the other hand, alignments such as that of the Axis powers during the
Second World War, or even the Grand .Alliance of Britain, the United States,
and the Soviet Union, were not highly institutionalized and were domin-
ated by the single purpose of winning the war. The point is that security
arrangements dizer with respect to degree of hybridization, because some
focus only on threats while others encompass issues of risk as well. We put
forward the hypothesis--although we do not prove it--that hybrid insti-
tutions are generally more adaptable than non-hybrid arrangements.

The concept of portability helps us understand why member states
attempt to use existing NATO practices, procedures, and rules to deal with
new security problems and to overcome new obstacles to security coopera-
tion among the allies. It also suggests that having discovered over time that
some such procedures are portable, members wiU become more willing to
invest in them in the future. We see this pattern in the reliance of NA:l'O
members on N.ATO infrastructure and procedures to develop, deploy, and

operate multinational peace enforcement forces in Bosnia, even though
those procedures and that infrastructure were created to deter and defend
against the Soviet threat--quite a di#erent matter. This development is also
apparent in the resources NATO has invested in Partnership for Peace.

We turn now to a comparative analysis of alliance adaptation, i llustrating
the historical relevance of our concepts, and our argument, for the at
tempted transformations of 1815, 1919, and 1945. In section 3 we will
return to the case of NATO.

Institucional adaptation when threats dectine: three cases

Our argument holds that the functions performed by alignments or alli-
ances will become lesa valuable to members when threats are transformed

into risks, but the functions that could be perforlned by security man-
agement institutions wi]] become potentia]]y more va]uab]e. States wiJ]
therefore have incentives, when threats disappear but risks persist, to seek to
transform alignments or alliances isto security management institutions.
In this section we briefly examine one alliance and two alignments that
successfully dealt with threats to their members: the Quadruple Alliance,
formed during the Napoleonic Wars and renewed in 1815; the Anglo
French alignment of the First World War (1914-9), joined by the United
States in 19 1 7; and the Grand Alliance (in our terms, an alignment) ofGreat
Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States of 1 94 1--5. Each alignment
or alliance was followed by attempts to establish a security institution to deal
with post-war risks, but these institutions varied in members' commitment,
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durability, and e#ectiveness. Our claim is that successful transformation of
alignments or alliances unto security management institutions requires
three conditions: (i) a change in the security environment to one of risks
rather than threats; (ii) the previous construction of a genuine alliance--an
institution--rather than merely an alignment; and (iii) that the previous
alliance be a hybrid, possessing some rules and practices that were designed
to mediate disputes and prevent the emergence of security dilemmas
among them.

NapoZeorz and t;ze Corzcerf of Ezzrope: The Concert of Europe, which was
established by the victorious allies of the Napoleonic Wars along with the
restored monarchy of France, is generally recognized as a case of successfül

security cooperation. It is commonly explained as the result of the recog-
nition by tour European great powers, Great Britain, Austria-Hungary,
Prussia, and Russia, that their previous competitive behaviour had allowed
France under Napoleon to conquer most of Europe and nearly destroy it in
the process. In 1815, these powers did not perceive a threat ftom any of
them, including a France with legitimate monarchical rule re-established;
but they worried about the risks inherent in great power rivalry They
recognized that they had substantial long-term common interests in a

stable Europe resistant to revolution--that 'problem durability' was high.
They also believed that many issues would arise on which there might be
incentivem for one state or another to seek unilateral advantage, but that such
self-serving activities could lead once again to war. Hence 'issue density' was
high as well. Recognizing their common interests, these great powers were

able to develop a system based on consultation, norms of reciprocity, and
rules of behaviour which precluded unilateral advantage and supported
mutual restraint.S4 As Louise Richardson shows in Chapter 2, this system of

rules and norms (by any definition, a security institution) had a significant
impact on the security relations of the great powers in the first half of the
nineteenth century, and contributed to an unprecedented period of peace
among them.

Our argument attributes the formation of the Concert of Europe not
only to problem durability, issue density, and the common values and in-
terests of its members, but to the previous anti-Napoleonic alliance having
been a hybrid institution. The earliest anta-French coalitions were usually
ad hoc commitments which states could and did easily escape. Faced with
the threat of the French armies poised to attack, erstwhile allies defected at
the crucial hour, thus contributing to Napoleon's military success. Indeed,

s4 servis (1986)
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until 1 812, the European great powers were defeated as much by their own

perÊdy as by French military power. Over time, however, as the futility of
such behaviour became apparent to European leaders, they sought to
develop more precise commitments and greater coordination in their
diplomatic and military campaigns against France. As Schroeder shows,
after 18 12 they did a better job of managing and containing the temptation
to exploit others and seek deals with France. High-levei policy-makers met
in virtually continuous session, and self-consciously íollowed rules that
minimized attempts at exploiting situations for unilateral advantage. The
anta-Napoleon alliances were not solely directed against the external threat;

they were designed to keep an eye on allies and reduce the potential 6or
defection or mitigate its eHects.35 That is, the post- 1812 alliances were, to a

signiâcant extent, hybrid security institutions. In our framework, therefore,
it is not surprising that the post-1812 alliance's basic practices served as
something of a precedent when far-sighted leaders such as Metternich and
Castlereagh sought to create a mechanism for managing their rivalries and
uncertainties.

7be Firsf Wor/d War and MersaiZZes: The end of the First World War brought
an end to severe threats to the security of the victorious Western allies,
but leR risks, including Bolshevism, revival of Germana, and the spread
of nationalism in the former Ottoman and Habsburg empires. The League
of Nations was designed to meet these risks. However, the condition for
success in developing a security management institution--the existence of
a previous hybrid alliance institution--was not present in 1919.

The Entente Cordiale between Great Britain and France, which provided
the core of the victorious coalition of the First World War, was a very loose
association between two traditional rivais. When war broke out in 1914,
'vital questions ofstrategic deployment and military coordination remained
unresolved . . . The stage was set for a war of attrition between the allies as
each struggled for military authority and strategic control on their com
mon fronttSÓ For over three years, this struggle divided the political and
military leaders of each country, as well as pitting the governments against
one another. The British and French governments both sought to impose
more burdens on their partners and gain more benefits for themselves,
while the military and political leaders of each country contested with each
other for authority over strategy and tactics. Only in November 1917 was
a Supreme War Council established, at the insistence of British Prime
Minister Lloyd George, and with the mandate to prepare war plans, sub.ject

s5 Schroeder (1994b: chs. 10--12). 3ó Philpott (1996: 1)
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to the approva] of the governments involved; and only due to the shock
of the German oHensive of March 1918, and the uncoordinated British-
French reaction to it, was General Ferdinand Foch made generalíssimo for
the western front. Even then, Foch did not have the right to issue orders to
subordinate commanders, but only to have 'strategic direction' of opera
bons. Eüective unity of command eluded the allies, due to the diKerences
among the governments concerned, and sometimes within governments,
'about the objectives for which they were fighting and the means they
needed to deploy to achieve themt37 And the bureaucracy set up to service
the Supreme War Council could not overcome fundamental di#erences of
allied interests.S8

Ad /zocbargaining on the basis ofresources available and power positions
characterized decision-making on security issues, not adherence to institu-
tionalized rules, norms, and practices.39 Indeed, those agreements that were
made between Britain and France were subject to opportunistic reneging
when circumstances changed, as indicated by the rate of the Sykes-Picot
agreement on the Middle East, which Britain overturned in 1 9 1 8, to the dis-
may of its French ally.40 On 3 October, Lloyd George tom the War Cabinet
that 'Britain had won the war in the Middle East and there was no reason

why France should profit from it.'4 1
The pack of institutionalization in the Entente meant that the architects

of the post-war system, centred around the League of Nations, had to build
their institutions from scratch. The sad story of the League, beginning with
the defection of the United States and the weakness of Britain and France,

is familiar. The Versailles Treaty, in which the League was embedded, íailed

to become legitimate, even to the victors' publica. Germany was not reinteg-
rated into a mutually beneficial international order, unlike the treatment of
France in 1815. The victors of 1918 failed to build eüective post-war
security institutions.

17 French (1995: 226).
18 Ibid. 288. See also Cruttwel1( 1936: 36), who claims that the function of the Supreme War

Council 'in the crucial days before the March ji9181 disaster was little more than that ofa military
debating society:

39 For eight months, from March to Nov. 1918, technical cooperation among ministers of
operational agencies, unmediated by foreign o6ces, characterized the Allied Maritime Transport
Council, established to coordinate shipping requirements for the allies. Hon'ever, even the secret-

ary of the AMTC, and author of its history, admitted that 'a power of decision vested in a single
authority, the British Government, which could compel observation of a programme it con-
sidered reasonable, whether agreed or not, by a refusal to allot British ships except on specified
conditions: Whether such an interministerial arrangement would have continued to operate after
the United States also had shipping available to allocate is unclear. See Salter( 1921: 242).

40 M. L. Dockrill and J. D. Goold (1981: 131--50).
n French( 1995: 262), citing War Cabinet minutes.
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Had the aliies formed an institutionalized alliance--an eüective tool of
management as well as a means of aggregating power--the history of the
League might well have been diüerent. The US Senate might have been
more willing to join; practices ofpromoting cooperation among aUies might
have spilt over into Anglo-American-French cooperation after 1919. It is
also possible, however, that the centrifugal forces of interest and parochial-
ism would have tom even such a League apart. All we can say with con-
fidence is that failure to make the League of Nations into an e#ective
security management institution is consistent with our argument, since a
non-institutionalized alignment was not transformed unto a security man

agement institution.

The Secorzd WorZd War, f/ze Grarzd .A//íazzce, aria t/ze Coza War: During the
Second World War, the Soviet Union, United Kingdom, and United States
were linked by the Grand AUiance, which was closer, in our termo, to an

alignment than to an alliance. Due to logistical necessity it became more
institutionalized than the Entente of the First World War, but its insti-
tutionalization was limited by conflicts of interests and intense mutual
suspicion. The Grand Alliance was a stark response to the demands of
national survival. The previous two decades had provided little bases for
amicable relations between the Anglo-American countries and the Soviet
Union, and good reason for suspicion. However, after the German attack on
the Soviet Union in June and the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in
December 1941, the iates of all three countries became bound together.
Survival of the Soviet Union became crucial for British security. Prime
Minister Churchill said that 'if Hitler invaded He11 1 would make at least a
favourable reference to the Devil in the House of Commonst42 Although
not codiÊed in a single trilateral treaty (indeed, only the Soviet Union and
United Kingdom concluded an oficial treaty), this alignment was based on
a series of meetings and commitments in 1941 and 1942.43

The cornerstone of the alignment was an agreement that despite the
Anglo-American war against Japan in the Pacific, defeat of Germany was

the unquestionable priority. This agreement implied an Anglo-American
commitment to a 'second â'ont' in Europe. It also generated massive Western

logistical aid to the Soviet Union, including shipments of thousands of
aircraft and tanks and hundreds of thousands of trucks.44 Cooperation in
the íield of intelligence was algo extensive.4s However, although the United
States and Britain mounted joint military operations in North Africa and

42 Quoted in Feia (1967: 7)
44 Ulam (1974: 329--30).

43 Nadeau ( 1990); Feis ( 1967); Edmonds ( 1991: chs. 9--1 1)

45 Bradley F. Smith (1996).
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the Normandy landings, no such joint command developed with the Soviet
Union. The íact that the war was fought on separate eastern and western
fronts limited joint mUitary operations between the Soviet Union and its
allies to such enterprises as the use by American and British aircraR of
Soviet bases for bombing operations in Hungary and joint naval operations
inthe north.

While adapting their separate practices to win the war, the three coun-
tries failed utterly to agree upon norms, rudes, or procedures for coping with
their suspicions about one another, particularly (though not exclusively)
between the Soviet Union on one side and the Anglo-American countries
on the other. Most important, the allies never developed an institutional
solution to the conundrum of Eastern and Central Europe: how both to
ensure the independence of the small countries of the region and to reassure
the Soviets about their own security. The recent history of German in-
vasion, the intense hostility between the Soviet Union and the West since
the Bolshevik Revolution, and the territorial ambitions of Stalin rendered
such a solution elusive, despite eHorts at the wartime con ferences at Teheran
(1943), falta( 1945), and Potsdam( 1945).4ó

The absence of a highly institutionalized wartime alliance surely made
post-war cooperation between Russia and America more diMcult than it
would otherwise have been. But even had such an alliance existed, the fun

damental rivalry between the Soviet Union and the West would probably
have prevented extensive cooperation. By 1947 the security environment
was one of threats rather than risks. Our argument is that both an absence
of threat from one's former partners and a previous history of institu
tionalized cooperation are necessary for threat-oriented alliances to be
transformed into security management institutions. Neither condition for
successful transformation was present after the Second World War, and it is
therefore not surprising that, despite the provisions of chapters 6 and 7 of
its Charter, the United Nations did not become an eüective security man
agement institution in the aftermath of the Second World War.

3. TheTransformationofNA]'O

The question of NATO's future has emerged as one of the most important
and diMcult issues ofpost-com war European security. The North Atlantic

46 Gormly( 1990). For detailed discussion on speciâc Soviet demands of the allies at the war
time conferences, see Ulam ( 1974: 350 7, 367--77, 388--94)
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Treaty Organization was established in 1949. In the well-known turn of

phrase of its first secretary-general Lord lsmay, it was created 'to keep the
Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans downt lts sixteen member
states are Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany (since 1955), Greece

(since 1952), lceland, ltaly, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portu-
gal, Spain (lince 1982), Turkey (since 1952), the United Kingdom, and the
United States. It is a political and military collective defence arrangement:
article 4 of the treaty provides for consultations among the allies whenever
any members believe their territorial integrity, political independence, or
security is threatened, while article 5 provides directly for military coopera-
tion by stipulating that an armed attack against one or more ofthe members
in Europe or North America is considered an attack against them aU.

At its beginning, the North Atlantic Treaty was the foundation íor an
ízZÍgrzmelzt, in our terms, between the United States and Western Europe.
'NATO I'47 was essentially a unilateral security guarantee by the United
States, reassuring Western Europe about American support against a Soviet
threat, and reassuring the countries that had recently fought Germany
against a revival of the German threat. Without much in the way of institu
tionalization, there was not much 'organization' to NATO.

This changed after the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950. The
United States deployed troops in Europe, and NATO established a supreme
command under the initial leadership of General Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Over the years, NATO developed extensive structures for multilateral co-
operation among its members, from the summit-levei North Atlantic
Council to committees for many aspects of defence planning and integ
ratlon.

A major cause of the institutionalization of NATO after 1951 was
heightened threat: the Korean War shocked American and European leaders
unto a reassessment of the Soviet threat and of the necessary form of a
military presence in Europe for deterrence and defence. The result was a
decision by the Truman administration to commit ground forces to Eu rope,
contradicting previous assurances by Secretary of State Dean Acheson in
hearings on the treaty that the United States would not expect to station
substantial numbers of troops in Europe on a permanent basis. After a
;great debate' lasting â'om January through March 1951, the US Senate
voted 69-21 on 4 April to approve sending troops to Europe.48 The second

47 Helga Haftendorn distinguishes diüerent stages in NÁ:l'O's development as NAI'O 1, NATO
11, and NATO 111. HaRendorn ( 1997).

48 P. Williams (1985: 87--91).
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major cause of N.ATO's institutionalization was the need to cope with a
large set of entra-alliance problems generated by the need to make the alli-
ance eKective by including West Germany in its military structure and by
'locking in' US participation and thus reassuring its European partners. The
rejection of the European Defence Community (EDC) by the French
National Assembly in 1954 led directly to innovations that made NATO a
hybrid institution, combining extensive security management functions
with power aggregation. At London in the early faU of that year, six
continental European countries paus Britain, Canada, and the United
States agreed on a complex bargain involving German membership in
NATO, resting on three mutually reinforcing commitments: (i) a US
nuclear guarantee and promise to maintain troops in Europe; (ii) a British
promise to keep troops on the continent; and (iii) a commitment by
Germany to rearm in a way that was politically acceptable to its allies.49 This
bargain meant that to succeed as an alliance, NATO also had to be an
eüective security management institution--that is, it had to manage 'the
German question: NATO therefore developed a security management rep-
ertoire as well as an alliance repertoire, a hybrid combination that served it
well when security management fünctions became most in demand after

The functions of NATO ll centred on security cooperation among its
members, integration of Germany and the United States in European
defende (although for diüerent purposes), and maintaining a substantial
defence capability to deter possible Soviet military attack. Consequently, its
structures emphasized entra-alliance consultation, provisions to make
American military deployments sustainable given the vagaries of domestic
politics, and impressive military capabilities. NATO developed rules, pro-
cedures, and processes which were meant not only to mount a credible
deterrent and defence against the Soviet Union, but to band Germany in
such a way that it could no longer threaten the countries ofWestern Eu rope,
which were now its partners in NATO. A major aspect ofWestern European
security management therefore entailed creating mechanisms for intra
a] liance transparency and rules meant to reinforce the democratic character
of NATO member governments.

NATO was thus mixed in institutional form because its purposes were
mixed. Sometimes the institutional features which served one target served
the other: the deployment of allied forcei on German territory both en-
hanced the credibility of NATO's military threat against the Soviet Union,

1989

49 Kugler( 1993); Schwartz( 1991)
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and severely constrained any potential independent German military op-
tions. Sometimes, however, NATO's purposes brought alliance members
into tension with one another or generated domestic dissension, as in the
cases of the decision to permit German rearmament in arder to create
sunciently capable conventional forcei in the 1950s, and of the decision to
enhance the credibility of NATO's nuclear deterrent in the 1970s by
deploying Pershing ll and cruise missiles.se Indeed, coalitions with mixed
objectives may be generally prone to such crises.si

As the European context began to change in 1989, NATO acquired in
centives to shed structures that had become dysfunctional and to create
structures to deal with the new requirements of the changing security
environment. Militarily, NATO needed to reduce its huge forces directed
against the Soviet Union, which had become a major liability in pursuing
security cooperation. The alliance has sought to develop smaller forces with
greater flexibility and adaptability, including a Rapid Reaction Force, more
truly multinational military formations, and the creation of Combined
Joint Task Forces designed to make NATO's joint military assets usable for
wider operations by NATO nations or by the WEU. Even before the creation
ofthe UN-approved Implementation Force (IFOR) and Stabilization Force
(SFOR), NATO played an important role in the UN operations, beginning
with the April 1 993 enforcement of air-exclusion zones over Bosnia. NATO
operations in Bosnia since 1995, sanctioned by the United Nations, were
íacilitated by these organizational changes, which enabled NATO as an
institution, rather than merely its members as independent states, to
respond to UN calls for peacekeeping and peace enforcement.

NATO has also adapted politically to an environment in which threat is
not the main security problem. lts London Declaration ofJuly 1990 and the
new Strategic Concept adopted at the Rome Summit in November 1991
declared that the countries of the former Warsaw Pact were not adversaries

but rather partners for Western security. and reduced the aUiance's depend
ence on nuclear weapons. Also at the Rome summit, NATO created the
North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC) as a political organization,
and invited all the members of the former Warsaw Pact to join. This action
served two fünctions: it brought countries in, and extended the function of
NATO to consultations, information exchange, and transparency.52

These decisions reflected the beliefs of European élites and decision-
makers that the problem of security in Europe is diüerent from that of the
com war. For example, the threat of deliberate aggression by either Russia or

50 Risse-Kappen (1988). 51 Richardson(1996). 52 Wallander (1999: ch. 6)
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Germany is hem by leaders in either country to be very low, and German
and Russian oMcials and politicians tom one of the authors repeatedly that
the new problem of security in Europe was now one of'risks' or 'challenges
rather than 'threats' and that this entailed fundamentally diüerent problem
with fundamentally diKerent requirements. In particular, it requires pol-
icies and instruments to increase stability and transparency; in general, it

requires integration rather than deterrence.S3
Yet NACC did not directly address the fundamental question, which was

the relationship between the membership and purpose of NATO after the
com war. While the functions of NATO could be expanded and adapted
to the new environment, and its activities coordinated with non-alliance
members, there remained the fundamental problem: whether NATO itself
should expand. Partly as a way to move towards enlargement and partly as

a way to deflect political attention õ'om the issue at the time, the alliance
created the Partnership for Peace (PfP) program in 1994, and by 1996

twenty-six states including Russia had joined. The stated purpose of PfP
was to improve cooperation between NATO members and prospective
members, although membership in PfP did not imply eventual NATO
membership. lts activities focus on transparency in defence planning and
budgets; democratic control of military forces; training and readiness for
UN and OSCE operations; and military coordination and training with
NATO for peacekeeping, humanitarian, and search and rescue missions.

Despite the institutional innovations of NACC and PfP, the issue of
NATO enlargement would not go away. NACC and PfP turned out not to
be substitutes for the enlargement ofNATO, whose members agreed in May
1997 to admit Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic to membership,
and which left the door open for additional accessions later.

The NATO that is expanding, however, is not the old NATO--an alliance
focused on threats from the Soviet Union. NATO is in the process of

changing from an alliance to a security management institution. As US
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright recently wrote, 'NATO does not need
an enemy. It has enduring purposes.'s4 NATO 111 remains an organization,
but it is designed less as a alliance, and more as a security management insti-
tution. For example, the NATO--Russia agreement of May 1 997 which paved
the way for Russia's reluctant acquiescence to enlargement committed
NATO to the position that it has 'no plans, no reason, and no intention'
to forward deploy conventional military forces nor nuclear forces on the
territory of any new member states. This commitment thus eliminates one

5s Wallander (1999: ch. 3) 54 Economist(15 Feb. 1997),22
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ofthe core defining features ofNATO's com war military aUiance practices
and reduces its eüective capability for collective deíence.

The nature of the environment in Europe--risks rather than threats-

goes quite far towards explaining NATO's transformation. EquaUy critical,
however, are the continued commitments of its major member states to
NA]'O institutions. Supporting these commitments are NATO's legitimacy
as a mechanism for Western security and the deep, wide networks of
ofhcials and politicians in the NATO countries who are committed to the
aHiance and familiar with one another. Other potential rivais, such as the
Western European Union (WEU) or the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE) do not have such resources at their disposal.
US commitment to NATO is vastly greater than its commitment to OSCE;
and, of course, it is not a member ofWEU.

More tentatively, we suggest that the hybrid nature of NATO's institutions
is also important. NATO developed explicit practices to control security
dilemmas among its members through its experience with Germany. These

practices are portable and can be transferred at relatively low cost to new
situations. Proposals for extending membership to new members or for
merely extending cooperation of the alliance with non-members (i.e. Part
nership for Peace) aim at the fürther development and institutionalization
of practices meant to create transparency and cooperation among NATO
members during the com war.55 Because NATO has already developed rules,
procedures, and structures for security management among states, it is
more efhcient to rely upon them than to create new institutions from
scratch. NATO has been able to become the leading security management
institution in Europe, we suggest, not only because it was a successful
aUiance, but algo because it was a successful hybrid security institution.sõ

Our argument has policy implications. If NATO is indeed becoming a
security management institution, the implication of our argument in
section l is that it should become inclusive rather than remaining exclusive.
Responding to risks rather than threats, it should include the other countries
of Europe, especially those where those security problems and instabilities
lie. NATO's expansion could thus foreshadow, not the enlargement of a
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s5 Some argumenta on whether NATO should expand its membership and functions focus on
these issues. See Asmus ef a1. ( 1993); Brzezinski(1995); Glaser ( 1993); Holbrooke ( 1995); Brown

5õ For this insight we are indebted to Tim Snyder of the Olin Institution, Center for enter
nacional Aaairs, Harvard University, in a comment at a meeting there on security institutions,
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threat-oriented military alliance, but the transformation of an alliance into
a security management institution

4. Conclusions

NATO is changing õ'om an exclusive alliance focused on threats to an
inclusive security m anagement institution concerned chiefly with risks. The
contemporary debate in the United States on NATO expansion seems to
miss this point. Some opponents have worried about alienating Russia,
while others have criticized the alleged dilution of NATO's military capab-
ilities as a result ofthe May 1 997 consultation agreements with Russia. Both
seem to assume that NATO will remam a military alliance, although one
set of critics laments expansion of such an alliance (allegedly threatening
Russia) and the other side attacks what they see as weakening of article 5
guarantees and measures to give Russia a voice in NATO decision-making.

If NATO is becoming a security management institution, the debate
looks very di#erent. NATO's military fünctions will decline as threats
diminish; and it should gradually expand to encompass all democratic
European states that are committed to maintaining peaceful, friendly rela-
tions on the basis of the territorial status que. Those who want to encourage

a peaceful transition to democracy in Russia should endorse, not oppose,
this sort of transformation.

Clearly such an institutional transformation would be difhcult, and
could only take place over a substantial period of time. It may be quite some
time before Russia becomes a stable democracy that could be a worthy
partner in NATO. In the meantime, it might be necessary to restructure
NA]'O decision-making se that it could act e#ectively even with twenty or
twenty-tive members: as in the European Union, this might requere some
form of qualified majority voting. In any case, NATO's expansion has to be
carried out with the clear understanding that the point is not to expand the
geographical scope of an exclusive military alliance--there should be no
prospect of applying article 5 to Russian borders to its south or east--but to
create an inclusive security management institution, limited to Europe.

For the moment, what is most important is to avoid confusion, leading
statesmen or policy-infjuential élites in Russia, Western Europe, or the
United States to believe that NATO remains an exclusive alliance íocused on
threats. Policies based on such a premiss wijl be inappropriate and self-
defeating.

If the transformation of NATO is as successful as we hope, NATO will be
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only the second security institution--along with the Concert of Europe--
to endure for a significant period of time with high leveis of commitments
from its members. History should therefore make us only cautiously op-
timistic. But NATO is diüerentiated by extensive institutionalization and an
extraordinarily high levei of commitment on the part of its members, com-

pared both to these past alignments or alliances, and to other contemporary
organizations, such as OSCE and WEU.

Having been a successful alliance, NATO is building on the practices and
networks constructed in response to threat, as resources for its adaptation
to the role of international security institution. Like the March of Dimes, it
resists the logic that expects institutional collapse as a result of functional
success. lts prospecto for transíormation unto an inclusive security manage-
ment institution seem bright, as long as policy-makers recognize that the
expansion of NATO must be accompanied by its reorientation toward
problems of risk rather than threat.
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